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WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING ?
We’ve said goodbye to several children this year as they left our nest, to join their
adoptive parents, who have most likely been waiting for their smiles and laughs for
years. Most of them had their corrective surgeries completed, and some will have
further surgeries with their new families.
In June and July, we welcomed 4 new children into our care. They are ZhiXiong

Latest Little Treasures
Baby Girl- Xi Rong hails from
Anhui province. She was born
with clubbed feet and a sacral
dimple at the base of her
spine. In mid August, she had
clubbed feet repair surgery
and is recovering at Blue Sky.

(born with arthrogryposis) 8 years old, Dang Ting (born with spina bifida) 6 years old,
Ji Shun (born with congenital hyperextension of the knee and malnutrition) 4 months
old, Xirong (born with clubbed feet and sacral dimple), 6 months old.
You can read more about each child in our care on our new child profile
webpage : (http://alittlebluesky.wix.com/blueskykids).
Jia Jia, 7 years old, who has been at Blue Sky for more than a year, has just left
this August to join her adoptive family. We wish her much happiness with her new
forever family ! Dr Maria and Xiao Cao brought her back to Gansu Province and after
transferring her to her adoptive family, they visited a state orphanage in the area to
assess the children’s needs, and how Blue Sky can help the children.
Between August to September, we had another influx of 6 new kids bringing our
total currently to 18 kids in-house (read more on them on page 3). The rest of our
children are all in good health, and are either waiting for surgeries for their conditions,
or for their adoptions to be completed. Several children are undergoing physical and
occupational therapies, and we are thankful to have a dedicated volunteer therapy
team that supports our staff and monitors the children’s progress. Dr Maria is also
working with volunteer nurses to provide on-going training to our staff.

JingQin & MingYue

QingHong & LeFeng
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Xi Rong
Baby Boy - Li Qing was
born with anal atresia
(imperforate anus) and had
an emergency colostomy
surgery soon after birth.
He came to Blue Sky as his
care is difficult and we are
familiar with dealing with
colostomy bags, and care
after surgery.

Li Qing
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INTRODUCING... OUR NEW LOVELIES AT BLUE SKY
Zhi Xiong was born with a muscle and joint congenital disorder called arthrogryposis. His
arms are also shorter than normal, and very stiff at the joints, limiting his movements. He is
generally very weak and unable to take care of himself.
He was found by police when he was about 2 months old, and has lived at a state orphanage
ever since. The orphanage fed him very simple food (rice and porridge with very little meat
or vegetables). It took him a few days to get use to the different food at Blue Sky, as well as
to all the activity and buzz. Thankfully, he has adjusted now, and is a good natured and
cheerful boy.
While at his orphanage, Zhi Xiong was mostly confined to a bed and received little or no
physical therapy. Unlike one of our beloved alumnis - FU XIA - who was born with the
same disorder, Zhi Xiong has not learnt to crawl or roll to get around. Fu Xia, some of you
may recall, was a super roller and could even navigate staircases ! Now living in America
with his adoptive parents and little brother, Blue Sky alum Tian You, he is taking big steps
with a walker ! So we have big hopes for Zhi Xiong to follow in FuXia's footsteps...literally
Zhi Xiong currently has physical therapy training once a week at the hospital, and daily
practice with our caregivers. The doctors suggest we build up his general strength, before
commencing on surgery for his clubbed feet.

Zhi Xiong

Thanks to Mr Sondag, our longtime supporter, Zhi Xiong has a new wheelchair, as well
as English and Math lessons.

Ting Ting was born with spina bifida, a developmental congenital disorder caused by the
incomplete closing of the embryonic neural tube. She was diagnosed by Capital Institute of
Pediatrics as having ' Myelomeningocele' and surgery was performed when she was an
infant.
After surgery, a shunt procedure was performed for her hydrocephalus. She then stayed
with a foster family until she was returned back to the state orphanage in 2009, as she was
difficult to care for. She has lower body paralysis, incontinence and a lazy eye.
Her orphanage approached us to help give TingTing a better environment and to explore
further surgery options for her condition. In early September, TingTing underwent
successful corrective eye surgery for her lazy eye.
She is very friendly with visitors and volunteers at Blue Sky and adores being close to
people. A very cuddly girl.

Ting Ting

Ji Shun
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Ji Shun was born with congenital hyperextension of the left knee. It can occur when the leg gets caught in an extended position
in utero. Treatment involves bi-weekly casting with gradual flexion of the knee. He had a cast fitted and within a short time, his
leg appears to be in a normal position ! Amazing what doctors can do !
Ji Shun was also born with hypospadias or congenitally absent penis. We shall be exploring surgical options as soon as his general
health improves.
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AND... OUR EVEN NEWER LOVELIES AT BLUE SKY
Jing Qin - Before and After

Zi Dan - Before and After

Jing

Qin, female, came to Blue Sky in February 2013, whereas Zi Dan, male, came to Blue Sky in August 2013.
Both babes were born with cleft lip and palate. First round surgeries for both of them were completed in
September 2013, with their second stages to be scheduled. Lovely joyful kids.

Cheng Wu (aka Mao
Di), male, came to Blue
Sky in August. Born
with clubbed feet which
need repair. Initially
very shy, he’s slowly
warming up to his new
surroundings and is one
of our older kids at
Blue Sky.

Ai Lin, female, came to
Blue Sky in August.
Born with a congenital
heart condition called
Tetralogy of Fallot.
Heart surgeons to
decide on her surgical
options.
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Xi Lin, male, came to
Blue Sky in August.
Born with spina bifida,
He has just undergone
surgery to remove the
spinal sac. He is
recovering well at Blue
Sky.

Kai Wei, male, came to
Blue Sky in August.
Born with hypospadia
that will need surgical
repair.
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Finally, we have improved our child profile listing of the children that are currently
resident in Blue Sky, with some basic information about them and photos.
Below is a screen grab of the webpage that can be viewed at this URL address, as well
as from our main site:
http://alittlebluesky.wix.com/blueskykids
example
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R ENOVATI O N S - 9 Y E AR S L ATE R !
SINCERE THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS MS SHI WEI YU,WHO HELPED US WITH REPAINTING WORKS,
AND DAYS INN BUSINESS PLACE LONGWAN BEIJING,WHO HELPED US WITH REPAIRS TO OUR
BATHROOMS.
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